Robeson Cutlery by Queen in the 1990's
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Most collectors are aware that after the Robeson Cutlery ceased
business in 1965 – and its trademark was bought by Ontario Knife
Company in 1971, under Servotronic's ownership. Queen Cutlery, also
owned by Servotronics, was then selected to make a series of knives with
the Robeson name in 1993-94, using Robeson's famous strawberry bone –
please see the sales flier, below, for Queen's first use of the Robeson name.
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In 1995 and96, they followed that up with an expanded line, including
a trapper model and a Daddy Barlow.

1997-1998 version of Queen sales Flier of Robeson line

In 1999, the initial Strawberry bone line was increased with six new
pocketknives, including popular Stockman and English jack models

Also added by Queen in 1999, was the "pocketeze" line with an additional
seven traditional models. These featured ATS34 blade steel, mirror polish
of blades, and rounding all edges. This Series was available for a very short
time seems to command the highest prices for collectors.

However, after this dramatic reappearance of the 20 new Robeson
knives in widely advertised catalogs, Queen shifted strategy and no longer
placed any new Robeson knives in its catalogs. Beginning in 2000, they
shifted to Queen-labeled special offerings in various patterns of knives.
Many Robeson knives have been issued by Queen since these initial
offerings in 1993-1999, relying on Queen typical patterns as "special
projects" in small editions, generally 200 or 100, with very fine fit and
finish. They have been quickly snapped up by collectors and represent some
of the finest knives, certainly the equal of the more widely collected Schatt
& Morgan Keystone Series, through the 2017 closing of the factory. We are
starting to collect these issues in the "Queen Special Knives" section of this
website.

